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PLEASE NOTE

CAUTION:
Please read the product manual carefully before operating the mount!
PLEASE NOTE:
Before operation, the mount needs to be balanced with counterweights in conjunction with a telescope! The
mount should never be used without counterweight shaft, counterweights and telescope.
Before using the internal laser (optional) of your mount, make sure there are no people in front of the mount or
standing in line with the laser (see ASA’s laser safety spec sheet, available on www.astrosysteme.at).
Information in this document is subject to change without notice and does not represent a commitment on the
part of Astrosysteme Austria.
The software products described in this document are furnished under a license agreement or nondisclosure agreement. They may be used or copied only in accordance with the terms of the agreement. It is against the law
to copy the software on any medium except as specifically allowed in the license or nondisclosure agreement.
The purchaser may make one copy of the software for backup purposes.
No part of this manual may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including (but not limited to) photocopying, recording, or information storage and retrieval systems, for
any purpose other than the purchaser’s personal use, without the express written permission of Astrosysteme
Austria.
ASA Astrosysteme GmbH, Galgenau 19, A-4212 Neumarkt i. M., Austria
www.astrosysteme.at

© Astrosysteme Austria GmbH
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Philosophy

In the last decades professional astronomy has opted more and more for the use
of high precision encoders and direct drive technology. Through the use of this
new technology a new level of precision has been reached which former telescope
manufacturers could only have dreamed of as tracking errors back then were
mainly the result of the level of mechanical precision applied.
Modern technologies use optical encoders which are so accurate, that the telescope position can be read down to fractions of an arc second. This not only
translates into a high degree of pointing position when slewing from one object
to the next; in addition, the speed of the motors are controlled in real time so
that the measured “IS”-Position and “Should”-Position will always correspond.
The “Should”-Position not only accounts for atmospheric refraction, but will also
include corrections for pointing errors which have been determined earlier in a
recorded pointing file. In effect this means that the software knows how the
telescope will most probably behave during tracking or can determine the polar
alignment error that still remains. These errors will then be compensated for in real
time through changes in motor speeds and this is on BOTH AXES simultaneously.
Not least to mention that during tracking no periodic errors can occur, a fact of
life which has been the source of much suffering for many astrophotographers in
the past.
This trend – it cannot be said in any other way – was simply overseen by the vast
majority of mount manufacturers serving the high end semi-professional market.
Yet especially for robotic telescopes, it is essential that at least short exposures
can be done without auto-guiding. One of the reasons that such products are not
offered by manufactures may be the cost of high precision encoders. The main
factor may very well be, however, the overall huge investment that is needed
to integrate controllers, direct drives and encoder technology on one side with a
highly advanced software application on the other side.
ASA Astrosysteme has since its beginning had the prime objective to integrate
the above mentioned technologies into affordable and controllable mounts for
astro-amateurs. On one hand this was made possible through the 15 years of
professional experience that Philip Keller and his company Astrooptik had added
to the development process. His software applications are currently in use globally
in over a dozen telescopes of the one meter class and beyond. On the other hand
unique direct drive motors and electronics were developed by ASA specifically to
suit smaller German mounts. This guarantees a high level of measurement and
control precision while keeping power consumption levels as low as possible.
Direct Drive Technology together with high precision encoders is the guarantor for
positioning and tracking on an unprecedented level – not to mention that direct
drives are also 100% backlash-free. Thus a correction command of the software
can be implemented within 0.1 arc second accuracy e.g. in declination, even with

total precision. Many will still remember the days of auto guiding, where after a
flip of the rotation direction in declination the auto guider had to conduct several
correction cycles while working through the backlash! This, of course, is no longer
necessary with ASA DDM series mounts! Least to say that auto guiding may be
obsolete altogether in the light of the fact that perfectly unguided exposures of up
to 10 minutes and more have become possible.
Another clear advantage can be seen in the real time correction of wind resistance. A wind gust will be measured instantaneously as an off-set between IS
and SHOULD-Positions and will be corrected immediately through a subsequent
software command. Last but not least direct drives make possible slewing speeds
of 10 degrees per second and beyond yet the mounts are silent and produce almost
no noise at all!
In practical terms, all these benefits translate into considerably sharper and improved images that really lie at the edge of what is possible in terms of what
seeing conditions and optical components allow. Gone are the days where images
were blurred unnecessarily by another 0.5 arc seconds because of tracking errors.
It should not be concealed, that such level of control contains a control circuit
which needs parameters tuned to a specific telescope length and weight. In stepper motors, only the gear reduction rates have to be entered correctly. With direct
drives, the process of tuning parameters is a lot more complex. This task is only
performed once for each telescope set up at the beginning. It is our goal, to simplify this task further and make it simple to use for everyone.
Our clients are reassuring us though, that we are travelling in a very good direction
and we will continue pacing on this path consistently in the future. For instance,
we are currently bundling Sequence together with the Autoslew observatory control software. This allows the automated creation of a pointing model using a CCD
or DSLR camera, which subsequently can be used in Autoslew for enhanced pointing and tracking accuracy. Sequence also contains the LPT procedure developed to
help improve accuracy in telescopes that suffer from excess mirror shifting or tube
flex. Sequence can create a pointing file optimized for a specific target (say M31)
under 2 minutes, taking into account mirror shifts and tube flex. This has greatly
helped in reducing the time needed before actually taking images.
In order to ensure that your DDM series mount will continue to be state-of-the-art
technology in the future, ASA is committed to constantly enhance its software and
pass on improvements via software updates to our clients.
With an ASA DDM series mount you receive the most modern telescope mount
currently available on the market.

"Capture the Universe“
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2

Required Software
Autoslew*
ASCOM platform*
Microsoft Framework 3.5* (included in Windows 7)
FTDI USB Driver*
Planetarium software (recommended)
* supplied on a USB stick as part of the mount´s delivery items

3	Optional software for automatically
	creating a pointing file
(see the Sequence software manual)
Sequence*
MaximDL with camera drivers
Pinpoint (Astrometric Software)
GSC Catalogue*
* supplied on a USB stick as part of the mount´s delivery items
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Autoslew Installation Procedures

A) Installing Autoslew for the first time
Begin with installing the following ASCOM software:
ASCOM Platform 5		
			

(The software is distributed as a zip file through ASA’s website and also located on the USB stick which is
delivered together with the mount)

Platform 5.5 Update
			

(The software is distributed as a zip file through ASA’s website and also located on the USB stick which is
delivered together with the mount)

If you are using the "The Sky 6" or "The Sky X" software, you should also install the appropriate Teleapi driver (the software is distributed as a zip
file through ASA’s website and also located on the USB stick which is delivered together with the mount)
For more information regarding the connection between The Sky and Autoslew please turn to the appendices of this manual.
In case you do not have Microsoft’s Framework 3.5 installed, you should install it before proceeding with the Autoslew setup. The Framework is available
free of charge from Microsoft.

Installing Autoslew software:
1.) Install the FTDI drivers for your mount
2.) Uninstall any previously installed Autoslew version from your PC
3.) Delete all remaining Autoslew entries in your program folder
4.) Install the most recent version of Autoslew for your mount

TIPS:
Using anti-virus software and Autoslew at the same time could interfere with unimpeded operations
Make sure to run Autoslew along with other ASA software with Administrator privileges
Disable Windows power saving settings, as some may e.g. turn of power on the USB sockets
Only install the most necessary applications on your system
Only use direct USB connections, e.g. only powered USB Hubs

B) Upgrading your existing version of Autoslew
1.) Uninstall the existing copy of Autoslew using Windows / Control Panel / Software (Windows XP) or Windows /
Control Panel / Programs and Features (Windows Vista / 7)
2.) Install the new Autoslew upgrade (identical for all mounts)

TIPS:
Pre-existing ini files will not be removed, as they are marked as “permanent”. Your personal settings will remain intact.
However, you can also make a back-up copy of your personal setting by copying the following files:
All files with the extension *.ini
All files with the extension *.cfg
The file Endpar.in
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Practical Workflow

In principle, this chapter can be omitted by more experienced DDM mount users. There may still be some
informative tips contained in the following pages making the chapter a worthwhile read nonetheless.
Clients using this technology for the first time should pay special attention to this chapter. It will not only help
you to set the necessary configurations (so your telescope will perform well) but will also introduce some basic
features of Autoslew, which will be explained in more depth in later chapters.
Most of the following settings are weather independent and should be made during the day when there is no
time constraint. Only once you are able to control your mount well during the day, should you go out and perform
tasks under the night sky (such as polar alignment, creating pointing files etc). Don’t start reading the manual
when you first set up the mount on a clear night sky (maybe even in winter at freezing temperatures).

Before you begin

Make sure that you have already set up your system according to your mount´s product manual and that all necessary adjustments have been made (e.g. balancing the telescope).
IMPORTANT: The mount should be balanced in all directions!
In the following overview pages you will only learn about the most basic features with corresponding references on pages to
more detailed explanations.
Direct drive mounts provide enormous performance advantages, however, it is essential that those parameters specific to your
telescopes length and weight are properly set to guarantee smooth operation at all times.
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Practical workflow when starting Autoslew

5.1

Starting Autoslew

After starting Autoslew, the main menu window will
open. At this point motors will still be turned off.
Before turning the motors on, re-affirm that your
system is properly balanced. (Refer to your mount´s
product manual).

5.2

Tuning motor parameters

(see also item 7.5)

From the menu, select "Drive"/"Servo Settings ".

And then select "Tune".
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The following window should then open:

Autoslew will have pre-defined factory default motor
parameters set already. These values may already
be sufficient for a test run. They could, however,
also turn out to be completely insufficient for your
equipment. This is something you will notice right
away when activating the motors. (See “Initial
Inspection of Functionality”).
You can now either work with the factory default
motor parameters - fine-tuning the motors later or you can tune the motor parameters (see 7.5)
immediately.
No matter how you choose to proceed, close the
open window to activate the motors: Click on the
button "Motor is OFF." The button now changes its
color from red to green and the text from “Motor is
OFF” to "Motor is ON.”

After activating the motors a window will automatically open displaying the Message "Please wait for
Auto Find". The mount will now move periodically in
both directions to determine the magnetic angle of
the motors.
Should the mount slightly drift off in one direction
during the process, the mount´s balance is not
optimized and should be checked again thoroughly!
In case the magnetic angle was not correctly
determined on the first try, the Autofind routine will
repeat itself. First the RA-axis then the DEC-axis will
be adjusted.

This process is conducted automatically with no
control over parameters when starting initially. It
is very likely that parameters need to be optimized and suit the unique length and weight of
the telescope. This involves the tuning procedure
(adjustment of the PID controls, see section 7.5), as
well as the parameters for Autofind. Hence, do not
be surprised if the mount makes a humming sound
or is vibrating when first turned on; this is a normal
behavior at the beginning.

After the Autofind procedure motors are turned on and the mount is in a controlled state, however, tracking is
not activated yet.
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5.3

Initial inspection of main functionalities

Should the mount produce strong noises or vibrate
after Autofind has been completed, motor parameters should be tuned (see 7.5). Should the mount
be in a calm state, you could initially skip the tuning
procedure.

Start with simply observing the coordinates displayed
for RA and DE. RA will be slowly moving up (because
sidereal tracking is off) while DE will remain at its
current position. Now click on the star icon. Tracking
will now be activated.

After 1-2 seconds, tracking should stabilize, which results in a nearly complete stop to the change in the RA
coordinate display. The tracking and control is good when only the last digit of the RA coordinate display varies
slightly.
If this works satisfactorily, you can move the mount using the control buttons (these are the red buttons with
the compass directions). The slider determines the speed. Try moving the mount at different speeds, to see if
during acceleration and braking the mount slews without jerky movements.
Please note that the mount is not calibrated at this point in time. It knows neither the DE or its RA position, nor
its mechanical limits. Hence move the mount carefully.

To continue moving the mount in that direction, the limits can be deactivated: Simply remove the check in the
box next to "Mount" / "Check Limits".
Should any abnormalities have occurred up to this point, complete the chapter on motor tuning (see item 7.5).
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5.4

Setting your location and time, "Mount" / "Time Settings"
(see item 7.4)

For Autoslew to perform calculations correctly, the
software must be informed about the location of the
mount and the correct local time. This information
can be entered manually or with the help of a GPS
receiver connected to your PC.
Choose "Mount" then "Location" to open the “Location of Telescope” menu.
Please note: You can purchase a USB stick GPS
receiver directly from ASA Astrosysteme as an optional accessory. Please contact sales@astrosysteme.at
for more information.

5.5

Pointing file and polar alignment

(see item 8.17)

What is a pointing model?
If you had the perfect telescope, you could assume
that after slewing to an object, this object would be
perfectly aligned and dead center. Unfortunately this
perfect telescope does not exist, and many errors are
introduced through the movement of the mount.

Autoslew can compensate for all these errors - as
far as these are reproducible (e.g. the same error
always occurs at the same position). To compensate
for these errors, they have first to be measured. This
is achieved with the help of a pointing model.

The most common errors are:
Deviation of the polar alignment in azimuth and
latitude
Collimation errors
Mount error (the mount axes are not perpendicular
to each other)
Flexing of the telescope tube

On top of that, Autoslew can achieve a very accurate
polar alignment with the help of pointing files.
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5.6

First positioning (Slews)

When initial tuning is OK, the first slew can be attempted. Of course, only after the mount knows which position
in the sky it is pointing to. Since you will not have stars available during the day, we will content ourselves with
the known zenith position. Only make sure that the polar height roughly corresponds to your location which
was set prior in the “Location of telescope” menu.
First choose Park Position 1, which by default is set to the zenith position on the East side:
To do this, use your mouse and Autoslew´s control buttons to move the telescope to the Zenith, in such a way
that the counterweight shaft is facing the Eastern side of the sky (e.g. to the right if you are looking at the
socket connection plate end of the RA-axis).
Note: Please note that you may have to disable "Check Limits". You could also turn off the motors (click
"Motor is On”) and then SLOWLY (!) manually move the telescope to the Zenith position (then turn the motors
on again).
Once the telescope is correctly positioned, simply click on the button with the house symbol labeled “1”. Nothing will visually happen, except that the internal coordinates are set to the zenith position.

Next, click on the button with the crosshairs symbol. You will then be prompted to tell Autoslew the telescope
position (e.g. the direction the counterweight shaft is pointing to). In our example choose East side correspondingly!
Since Autoslew now knows the mount´s orientation (to within a few degrees) it is possible to safely slew the
telescope e.g. without the danger of the telescope hitting the tripod or pier.
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5.7

East or West side?

You will notice that Autoslew will occasionally prompt the user to find out whether to slew to an object via the
East or Western side of the sky.

This is always the case when the mount can move to an object in either direction (usually this is the case when
the object is near to the Meridian). In Autoslew positions are identified as in the screenshot above. East Side is
the position when the counterweight shaft is pointing East, while West Side would be the correct choice when
the counterweight shaft is pointing West. The same procedure will have to be followed when the mount is being
synced, e.g. on a star.
WARNING: If the mount side is entered incorrectly and hence interchanged, the mount will
be wrongly synched and most certainly hit the pier after a slew command is issued.
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5.8

Connecting to a planetarium program

As with any Ascom compatible telescope, Autoslew can be synched with your planetarium software. Select
“Astrooptik Server Telescope“ in the ASCOM telescope chooser menu within your software and press “connect”.
To connect to the “The Sky” please refer to the appendix of this manual.
It is also possible to slew to objects from within Autoslew. To do this, simply open the “Select Object” menu by
clicking on the button with the galaxy symbol on it:

You either enter coordinates directly or choose objects – try it out by selecting random objects or coordinates.
Whether or not the object is above the horizon limit can be determined by observing the text color of the figures
shown in “Resulting Azimuth and Altitude”.
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5.9	Home Find positions
(see item 7.4 "Mount / Home Find")

DDM mounts contain highly accurate reference marks on both axes (accuracy being in the area of arc seconds).
These reference marks can be used to synchronize hour angle and declination. Together with an exact time,
syncing to a star or object becomes obsolete - this has apparent advantages when a system is operated
remotely.

Two conditions have to be met:
1. The reference marks have to be passed over
2. The reference marks themselves have to be calibrated once
Both conditions should be practised during the day first!
In general, the reference marks of the encoder lie in a telescope position where the counterweight shaft points
towards EAST and the telescope points toward the zenith slightly inclined either to the North or South – depending on your geographical latitude. At 45 ° geographical latitude the telescope will point exactly towards
the Zenith.
Start by pointing your telescope to the above mentioned position, close to the reference marks.
Start "Home Find" by clicking on the button highlighted below:

After clicking "Home Find" the mount will attempt to find the encoder reference marks by first moving the RA
then the DEC axis. Autoslew will confirm a successful calibration of each axis with a beep sound and a success
message in the information window.
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Calibrating the home position ("Set new home position")
After you have moved to home position for the first time, the mount will assume the default settings for the
home position. As a result, the position of the mount will not be accurate after the first home find has been
conducted. The offset between reference marks and declination / hour angle has to be determined first.
To do this, slew the telescope with the Move controls (as described in the chapter “First positioning”) or using
a gamepad (see item 7.3) to the Eastern Zenith position and synch to Park 1.

Now we have to determine the home position offset, by clicking "Mount" / "Set new home position". It should
be clear, that this process should be repeated once the mount has been properly polar aligned and the mount
precisely synched to a star. The offset is stored automatically when Autoslew is ended!
Feel free to try a new Homefind and then position to park position 1 (e.g. choose Park 1 then select the green
arrow as in the illustration to the right).

The telescope should ideally be pointing to zenith after the slew, with the counterweight shaft pointing towards
the Eastern side of the sky. If everything worked well, then the mount is ready for the first star tests.
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5.10 Creating a parking position: "Mount" / "parking position"
(see also item 7.4)

The parking position is designed to bring the telescope into a position in which e.g. the roof of an observatory
can be safely closed or to bring the telescope in a position near the home position of the telescope.

5.11 Setting Limits "Mount" / "Type Limits”
(see item 7.4)
In order to prevent the telescope from colliding with obstacles (e.g. pier or tripod) limits can be set in Autoslew.

5.12 Connecting to an Autoguider
(Refer to the Appendix for more information on the expert mode)
Despite the precision of the DDM series mounts autoguiding can be implemented if certain properties are correctly adjusted.
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6

Description of the Autoslew User Interface (GUI)

6.1

6.2

6.3

6.4

6.5

6.7

6.6

6.8

6.1

Title bar with the Autoslew version number and registration info

6.2

Menu bar

See item 7

6.3

Toolbar

See Item 8

6.4

Position Display

See Item 9

6.5

Function keys

See Chapter 10

6.6

Message window

See Chapter 11

6.7

Telescope control (move controls)

See Chapter 12

6.8

Information field

See Chapter 13
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7

Description of the menu bar

7.1

„File“

„File“/„Save Parameter“

All changes made during an Autoslew session can be stored this way.

„File“/„Save as“

Settings can also be stored in a separate file. This, however, does not store motor parameters. These can be
saved separately in the Servo-Setup Menu for different telescope configurations.

„File”/„Load“

Here configuration files that have been saved previously can be re-loaded.

„File”/ „Exit”

Serves to end Autoslew.
NOTE: Before you close Autoslew, make sure you have closed all existing Autoslew connections beforehand
(e.g. Ascom connection between Autoslew and planetarium software etc.). Autoslew’s information field will
display the number of active Ascom connection.

7.2

„Pointing”

„Pointing“/„Clear old Configuration”
Serves to delete a currently used / loaded configuration (see also 8.17). Whenever there has been a mechanical change performed on the mount or telescope, an existing and loaded configuration should be cleared when
creating e.g. a larger pointing file. This is also the case when calculating a configuration.

„Pointing“/„Advanced Pointing Control” (for advanced users only, see item 7.3)
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7.3

„Control“

"Control"/"Joystick"/"Gamepad"/"Settings"
When observing at night, another way of using the pc controls to move the telescope will come in handy.
Conventional game pads are especially suited for this task (since gamepads can be used with one hand only,
they are usually better than joysticks). Any Windows compatible USB gamepad and / or joystick can be used.
In addition, wireless gamepads offer the added benefit of free movement.

In general, Windows (starting from XP Versions) will automatically detect and install the drivers when these
devices are connected to you PC / laptop. Otherwise, just follow the installation instructions for your device.
Once the device is recognized and installed in Windows, you can simply activate the device in Autoslew by
clicking on the game pad icon.
The game pad will then be activated (and the red X across the icon will be cleared). Now move either of the
two analog thumb sticks (usually the right one is active). While moving the thumb stick, the RA and DEC display
in Autoslew should slightly change. The telescope can be slewed at faster speeds, when another button (user
defined) is pressed at the same time while moving the stick. The button first needs to be defined, before this
function can be used.
You can continue now, by assigning shortcut keys to the gamepad. To do this go to "Control" / "Joystick Settings".
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Start by first assigning the following two buttons: the "Fast Move" button and the "Turbo Move" button. With the "Fast Move" button active, the telescope will slew at medium speed, while activating the "Turbo
Move" button the telescope will move at high speeds in the direction of the thumb stick.
To assign a button to the "Fast Move" function, simply click on the corresponding "Select" key as shown in the
screen shoot. Then press the corresponding button on the gamepad. You will see that the corresponding number
key in the window will change. Now repeat the above steps for the "Turbo Move" function.

Select OK to leave the settings menu.
The telescope should now be moveable in all directions when the analog stick is moved. If you do not press any
additional key, the mount will move slowly (you may only notice the motion by looking at the changes in the
coordinate display). The mount will move with medium speed when you hold down the fast-key and very fast
when holding down the turbo key (while simultaneously moving the analog stick).
TIP:
We recommend that the game pad is deactivated while imaging, by clicking on the game pad icon. The icon
will then appear with a red X. Gamepads / joysticks are not always set to 0, so the mount could move out of
position during imaging if the gamepad is left activated. This could leave you wondering about star trails in
your images that in effect are caused only by an activated gamepad.
Alternatively, you can also increase the dead zone in the game pad settings menu. 10% is a recommended value
that should avoid any problems on most gamepads.
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“Control”/“Com-Ports”
Here communication / comport settings can be adjusted for additional devices.
"ACL/Sky"
It is possible to create a serial (RS232) connection between the pc on which Autoslew is installed to another
pc via a null modem cable. A typical case being, that a CCD camera is installed on another PC and MaximDL
needs to be connected to Autoslew. To successfully create a connection, install the Astrooptik driver on the
CCD PC. Then, choose Astrooptik telescope in the Ascom chooser (instead of choosing “Astrooptik Telescope
Server”). In Autoslew, choose the comport which Autoslew will listen to for an incoming connection. Adjust
the baud rate to 19200Baud. Then activate the comport by putting a check mark next to “on”.
"Dome"
Autoslew supports several dome controls (such as Baader, ACE Smart Dome). In case you would like to control
the like domes from within Autoslew, you can configure the com port for it here.
"GPS"
Here you can configure the comport for a GPS module. To activate the com port, set the tick box to "On".
Then restart Autoslew. Most GPS receivers will work at 4800 baud.
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“Control”/ “AscomACL”
"Used Ascom Epoch"
When Autoslew communicates with other programs, it will e.g. also exchange coordinates. Here you can set
the equinox coordinate system in which the information is passed to other ASCOM applications. It must be
ensured, that the epoch settings match the settings of the program that Autoslew is communicating with.
TheSky, for example, always expects real-time equinox. That is, the right setting in this case is: Used Ascom
Epoch = 0. MaximDL can work with both settings. However, it must be configured correctly in the Setup.
"Azimuth zero for North"
Here you can define how the azimuth value is passed on to ASCOM. Unfortunately, there are two acceptable
counting methods for azimuth. One of them states that the value 0 ° corresponds to the South, the other
states that it corresponds to the North. Most dome control applications in the English speaking world use
azimuth 0 ° for North. In this case, a check mark should be placed in the check box.
"Enable Ascom to Homefind"
This function enables programs communicating with Autoslew via ASCOM to send a “Home Find” command.
"Enable ACL comport polling"
If Autoslew is meant to communicate with an ASCOM application situated on another computer, the two PCs
must be connected via a RS232 connection. Placing a check mark in the check box for Comport Polling will
enable a more stable operation of the connection.
"Shut down Motors when Ascom stops tracking"
With this option selected, the motors of the mount will be turned off as soon as the connected ASCOM application deactivates tracking.
"Ignore futher slews in Pointing files"
If you want to use the auto center function in MaximDL when creating pointing files, this option has to be
selected.
"ACL Comport polling interval"
With this value intervals for ACL comport queries can be set.
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“Control“/“Misc settings”
Autoguide Settings
Here you can set all options for operating an autoguider.
"PulsGuide Tolerance"
Autoslew can receive autoguider input via ASCOM by using the Pulse Guide ASCOM Command. This method is
far more accurate than, for example the guiding via relays.
In the Pulse Guide method defined guide corrections can be send to Autoslew which then - thanks to the
direct drives – can be implemented with absolute precision. For instance, let’s say Autoslew receives an
Autoguider command for both axis from MaximDL. Autoslew will then report back to MaximDL that the new
position has stabilized. Only then will MaximDL make a new exposure.
The value set here will determine when Autoslew will send the OK for a performed re-positioning to the connected ASCOM application. That is, the deviation from the Autoguiderposition on both axis may not exceed
this pulse guide tolerance.
If this value is too low, the mount will never reach the position on both axes simultaneously.
TIP: In order to be able to use the pulse guide method, In MaximDL set the guider option to "Telescope" (by
default the value is set to "relay").

"Pulseguide Maximum Wait Time"
At the end of this time value, Autoslew will stop positioning and report back OK in any case.
"Pulseguide Speed"
This parameter sets the speed in arc seconds per second. The recommended value is “6”.
"Flip Guidedirections after Meridianflip"
If this option is set, then Autoslew will reverse received autoguider commands in such a way, that a new
calibration after Meridianflip is obsolete. This assumes that the autoguider program does already take the flip
into account.
"Power On Motors when Autoslew Starts"
When this option is set, the mount´s motors will be activated immediately when Autoslew is started. If you
would like to start the motors manually, remove the check mark from the check box. In the later case, you
must click the “Motor is OFF” button to turn the motors on.
"Always ask for Save of Ini-Files when closing Autoslew"
When this option is activated, you will be reminded to save your configuration when ending Autoslew (into
the ini files).

“Control”/“Expertmode”
To activate the expert mode, confirm with “Yes” when prompted. After affirmation, access to all grayed out
menu items will be granted. Descriptions to the individual menu items can be found in the appendix.
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7.4

“Mount”

"Mount"/"Type, Limits"
To prevent the mount from running into obstacles (e.g. pier, tripod) you can use this menu to set limit markers. When the mount has reached the vicinity of the set limits, this will be indicated with “limit” in red on
the information line and the mount will stop. This presumes, that the mount knows its position e.g. when
synchronized on a star.

Limits
"Minimum Altitude above Horizon"
Here you can enter in degrees how far the mount can run track / slew towards the horizon.
"How far can you go through the Meridian with your German Mount?"
Move your telescope toward zenith and decide how far the mount & telescope can be moved past the meridian
before hitting the pier or tripod.
"Minimum flip distance for east-side slews"
Enter a value that lies just before your limit past the meridian. When arriving at the minimum flip distance the
mount will flip and approach the object from the Western location. The point being, that you do not approach
an object from the Eastern location only to be flipped to the West after only a few minutes.
"Stop Tracking in Setup"
If this option is set, tracking will be disabled when the "Drive"/"Servo-Settings" Menu is opened.
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„Mount “/Check Limits”
Disable "Check Limits" only for tests, e.g. when the mount does not know its actual position and is not synchronized to a star. If "Check Limits" is disabled, the mount will not stop the telescope from colliding with a
pier or tripod

„Mount“/„Flip Options”
Here you can set how your mount behaves when the Meridian is approached during slewing.
The following settings are possible:
"Prefer West"
Here Autoslew will approach the object from the West, if set limits will allow. This option is useful, if during
exposure a meridian flip is not to be performed and the object has already reached a good altitude on the
Eastern side. When using the mount in remote operation, this option has to be enable a “Meridian flip” ASCOM
command.
"Ask"
When beginning a slew command, Autoslew will always ask if the object is best approached from the West or
Eastern part of the sky.
"Stay on Side"
The mount will stay on the current side of the meridian, until a set limit has been reached.

„Mount“/„Synch Options”
Here two options are possible.
"Ask"
When this option is used, Autoslew will always ask for the current mount side (East or West) when synchronizing the telescope.
"Decide"
In this case Autoslew will decide the position automatically.

„Mount“/„Park Positions”
You can create two parking positions in Autoslew. In most cases it is sufficient to create a parking position
which is located near the encoder reference marks. From there, you can then click on the Home Find icon (see
Section 8.4) and the search for the reference marks can be started. The second park position can be used to
bring the telescope into a situation in which it is safe to open/close the observatory roof. You can then move
the mount from Park Position 2 to Park Position 1 and from there start Home Find.
TIP: The parking position should be set after setting the home position.
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To create a new parking position, first bring the telescope into the position you wish to save.
Then from the menu bar select “Mount” then “Park Position” then select "Set new Parkposition". The Parkposition menu will open. First choose East or West, the click on the “use current telescope position as future park
1” button and the telescope position will be stored. You can also choose a custom name for your park position
e.g. “roof” before clicking the “OK” button.
1

2

3
Whenever your mount is synchronized you can send
the telescope to a predefined park position, simply by
clicking the parking position button 1 or 2 in the toolbar, followed by clicking the adjacent green arrow.

TIP: Create one telescope park position which is located near your home position – hence near the mounts
internal reference marks (Counter weight shaft is pointing to the East, Telescope is pointing close to the Zenith).
This will allow you to perform the home find procedure much faster.

„Mount“/„Track on Comets”
This option is used when you want to track slow moving objects (such as comets). DDM series mounts are
exceptionally suited for this task, as the precision of
tracking moving objects is nearly as good as tracking
at sidereal speeds.
As shown above, enter a Delta Speed in RA (right
ascension) and DE (declination). These values indicate the deviation from the sidereal speed. You can
determine the speed at which the object moves relative to the stars in your Planetarium software. Once
the speed has been entered, you can start tracking at
this speed by clicking on the comet icon in the toolbar. The icon will then turn orange, signalling that
a speed different from the normal (sidereal) speed
is being used. This symbol also turns orange if you
use LPT (Local Precision Tracking) in connection with
Sequence. Also here, different speeds are being used
(albeit very low offset values are being used).
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„Mount“/„Home Find”
DDM mounts contain highly accurate reference marks on both axes (accuracy being in the range of arc seconds). These reference marks can be used to synchronize hour angle and declination. Together with an exact
time, syncing to a star or object becomes obsolete - this has apparent advantages when a system is operated
remotely.
Two conditions have to be met:
1. The reference marks have to be passed over
2. The reference marks themselves have to be calibrated once
Both conditions should be practised during the day first!
In general, the reference marks of the encoder lie in a telescope position where the counterweight shaft points
towards EAST and the telescope points toward the zenith slightly inclined either to the North or South – depending on your geographical latitude. At 45 ° geographical latitude the telescope will point exactly towards
the Zenith.
Start by pointing your telescope to the above mentioned position, close to the reference marks.

Start "Home Find" by clicking on the button highlighted below:

After clicking "Home Find" the mount will attempt to find the encoder reference marks by first moving the RA
then the DEC axis. Autoslew will confirm a successful calibration of each axis with a beep sound and a success
message in the information window.
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If the calibration was not successful, then Autoslew
most likely did not pass over the reference marks. If
you are situated at a very low latitude, you should
place the telescope in declination further to the north
(if you are in the northern hemisphere). You can also
increase the search area in the Home Find Settings:

To do this, start by selecting "Drive" / "Servo Settings“ again, then once in the Menu choose the corresponding axis then choose "Home Find Settings for
RA".

Under “Speed” the speed with which Autoslew performs the home find procedure can be set in ° / sec.
Under "Maximum Way" you can set how many degrees the axes will move during "Home Find". Should
the reference marks not be found within this given
distance, then the "Home Find” procedure will be
aborted!
Through the option "Direction" you can specify in
which direction the reference marks are searched
first. When "Try also other direction" is checked, the
mount will also look for the reference marks in the
opposite direction.
TIP:
Remember to start from a position which is in close
proximity to the reference marks, but not located exactly on a reference mark but a few degrees in front
or behind. Then choose the direction (in the homefind
setting) in which Autoslew will start searching for the
reference marks first. It makes sense to use a parking position to define the position near the reference
marks in order to quickly locate the home position.
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„Mount“/„Set new Homeposition”
After you have created a pointing file (which you want to use later on) you can then set a new home position.
This is to ensure that Autoslew positions the mount based on the created pointing data. Start by loading and
configuring your pointing file and save the configuration via “Use now, save and use on next start”. Then bring
your mount into the home position. (See "Mount" / "Find Home").
TIP: You can also turn off motors and manually position the telescope.
Then turn the motors on (if off) and click "Home Find" (see Section 8.4). After the "Home Find" is carried out,
place your telescope on a bright star and center it. Then execute the "Sync" command.
Then click "Set new home position".

You will be prompted by Autoslew if the reference star is synchronized and centered and whether you want to
create a new offset for the reference marks. Click "OK" to confirm and save your configuration by choosing
"File / Save”. In future sessions all you need to do after starting Autoslew is to reference the mount via Home
Find and the mount will automatically be synchronized with the planetarium software (Do not synchronize
again using the planetarium software!). Using this method it is possible to find a star for focusing even during
a bright dusk sky.
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„Mount“/„Time Settings”
In this window you can link Autoslew to a GPS device
(highly recommended!). Make sure to enter the correct comport and baud rate and click "GPS installed".
When pressing the button “Call GPS Info" current satellite data will be retrieved. Make sure that options
“Sync PC Time” and “Sync/Query” are both checked.
„Aggressiveness in Track Position“
This factor determines how quickly the mount returns
back into position after e.g. a strong wind gust or
resistance to the telescope is applied. Setting too
high values (>>2) for this factor can cause unstable
behaviour.

„Mount“/“Location”
If you are not using a GPS device to determine location and time automatically, you have to enter this information manually. When a GPS device is connected
and activated Autoslew will enter the correct location
after you click on “Get fromGPS”.
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7.5

"Drive"
For advanced users: Unlike with stepper motors a set speed cannot simply be set for direct drives.
In the direct drive controller (as also with servo motors) the actual position measured by the encoders is compared with a “Should” position. The “should” position can be either steady, can deviate
slightly (as in sidereal speeds) or can be counted up at a rate of 15 degrees per second (as in
fast positioning). The controller will determine the deviation (Delta) from the “should” position. In
order to achieve a high degree of accuracy during repositioning to the “should” position (without
overshooting the target etc.) the so called PID control is used (proportional, integral, differential).
P-factor: The higher the delta (deviation) the more power the motor will receive for re-positioning.
P determines how much power per Delta deviation.
D-factor: The D-factor (differential) is a brake application and prevents overshooting. If the Dfactor were zero, the mount would always swing past the desired position.
I-factor: The I-factor (integrated) summarizes positional errors and prevents a lagging behind the
“should” position. In many situations this factor will operate similar to the P-factor.

"Drive"/"Servo Settings"/"Motortuning"
To tune your motors, select "Drive" / "Servo-Settings" / "TUNE".
On the right you will see different speed settings
("Test Speed Settings") at which you can test your
settings. Using the middle sliders, you can adjust
the parameters for the motors in real time. For the
mount, different sets of controls are applied. A PID
set is used for speeds under 0.05 degrees per second
(e.g. for normal tracking and slow moving objects),
the other set will automatically be used at greater
speeds. One should use a hard set of parameters
(high values for D, I and select P) for slow speeds
and a soft set of parameters (lower values for D, I
and P) for fast speeds.
Just leave the test speed at sidereal speed for now
and choose RA (Declination will be tuned separately
later on), then click “Go” situated below "Test Speed
Settings".
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Tracking will be turned on and you will see the deviation from the “Should”-Position for sidereal speed.
This setting is important for regular astro-exposures
and a proper and good set of values is much more
important than for fast speeds. You will see, initially,
that it takes 1-2 seconds until tracking stabilizes in
the range of a few 1 / 10 arc seconds.
Use the plus and minus keys on the right of the display to zoom in or out.

Expert tip:
You can also use the “Custom” option to set the sidereal rate. To do this, enter 0.004 degrees /
second (which is equivalent to sidereal rate). The difference in this mode is that the tracking system
periodically changes direction of rotation. The amount of time it takes for the mount to stabilize after
a direction change (until the plotted line settles back to the reference line) allows you to evaluate
the how hard the parameters have been set (important for wind gusts). To evaluate the settle time
you will have to zoom into the graph a little more.
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Example of a soft set of parameters:

Example of a hard set of parameters:

You will experience two sets of extremes in the tuning process, especially when trying to get higher values to make the mount stiffer (P- or I-factor to high).
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P-or I-value set too high
If the P-or I-factor is set too high, a low frequency
oscillation will follow.
In extreme cases, the mount can visibly swing back
and forth (as seen in the screen shot with P and I
values set to high and D value set to low at 0.3 degrees!). Especially with these kinds of oscillations
the trigger can be external. The mount should be set
in such a way that it can bring itself out of the oscillations on its own and the vibrations can be stopped
automatically. You can provoke this reaction yourself
by tapping your fingers slightly against the counterweight shaft (RA) or the tube (DE).
Ideally, the mount should be able to return to the desired position without oscillating. The mount should
definitely not reverberate longer than 10 seconds.
Should such oscillations occur, either the I-or P-factor
is set too high and or the D-factor (which can dampen
such oscillations) is set too low.

D value is set to high
If the D-factor is set too high, high-frequency oscillations will typically occur.
A D-factor which is set too high (in this example a
high D-factor in Dec) will make itself known immediately through certain noises (whistling, buzzing). In
this case the D-factor needs to be reduced.
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I-factor or P-factor?
When tuning you may ask yourself the questions whether it is better to set a high P or a high I factor, since
both seem to have the same effect. In general it is better to set a higher I factor and to reduce P instead. The
best thing is to try it out since every telescope will react differently. The goal should be to get a stiff telescope
which can quickly re-position after a wind gust.

Limit of the control mechanism
You will realize that at a certain point you have reached the limits of the control mechanism. You can not
simply compensate for low frequency oscillations with a higher D-factor, since you will then get high frequency
oscillations (accompanied by whistling & buzzing noises). In this case, avoid leaving the controls hard near
the limit but rather turn down all parameters a couple of percentage points so to ensure that the mount will be
able to move in all directions without accompanying unwanted noises. Of course it is good to move the values
up to determine where the limits are. For practical purposes, however, it is better to work with parameter sets
that are kept lower so as to avoid a mount that will start oscillating in unfavorable positions or start vibrating
after a gust of wind.

Linked RA and DE Axes
If you attempt to tune one axis very critically (hence stiff), you could under some circumstances get oscillation
that is passed on from one axis to the other. If for instance you are tuning the DE axis and are constantly getting
oscillations that cannot be stabilized anymore using the PID slide controls, try moving the slide controls back
on the RA axis and then go back and try regulating the DEC axis again.

Noise filter on
If you select this option, a filter is placed on the encoder signals, causing some minor loss of reaction time but
in practice it usually leads to better control as the D-factor can be significantly increased. Therefore, this filter is
enabled by default. The filter also helps to reduce the noise level of your mount (to almost an inaudible level).
Please note that you need quite different PID factor settings depending on whether you have activated or
deactivated the filter.
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Tuning at higher positioning speeds
In contrast to the slow speed there is no beauty contest to be won here, the mount only has to arrive
at its final position – unless, of course, the mount
will be used for satellite tracking at higher speeds.
Nevertheless, slewing can be surprisingly accurate.

When choosing “Medium Speed”, the mount will
move at 1/3 the maximum speed, e.g. 5 degrees per
second. You will see that when activating medium
speed, the PID values will change as well, since the
PID values have now been selected for higher speeds.
The values set here will not influence the values that
have been set during sidereal speed.

TIPS:
If possible, use rigid piers/tripods and telescopes. All items susceptible to vibrations will be problematic in a
direct drive mount as resonances can occur. You will also be able to adjust „Problem-Telescopes ", albeit not
as hard as a more rigid telescope.
The mount should be tuned in the position where the counterweight shaft is pointing to the ground and the
telescope is pointing to North. In this position the mount is most susceptible to resonances as the weight
on the ball bearings is at the lowest level. But in essence: if the mount works well in this position, then the
mount will work well in all positions.

All other factors, parameters and procedures remain
the same as with tuning in sidereal speed.
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“Drive”/„Always Track Position”
This setting should always be activated. Autoslew activates "high accuracy tracking" automatically while slewing.
To verify that "High Accuracy Tracking" is enabled, you can check the crosshair icon on the toolbar. If it is active,
it will turn green.
If "High Accuracy Tracking" is deactivated, the RA motor will be running at sidereal rate, while the DEC motor
will stand still. With "High Accuracy Tracking" activated, errors that have been calculated by the pointing file
will be considered together with sidereal speed.
You should only disable "Always track position" if you want to verify whether or not your Pointing adjustments
are correct. You can then compare tracking with and without "High Accuracy Tracking”.

„Drive“/„Slew Speed”
Here, the acceleration and slewing speed can be set. Experience shows that with some systems (e.g. Newtonians), a reduced acceleration can have a positive effect on pointing. Also for heavier tubes it is recommended
to reduce the acceleration.

„Drive“/„Tracking”
As in the toolbar, here you can also set tracking speeds to siderial, moon, sun, earth (off), or comet here.

“Drive”/„Track Position”
This function is automatically activated when "Always Track Position” is activated. This function corresponds to
the crosshair symbol in the tool bar.
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7.6

“Objects”

If you are not using planetarium software, you can use Autoslew’s database to select target objects.

“Objects”/“Slew to Object”
Once you have selected either “Messier”, “NGC”
or “IC”, you will be prompted to enter the objects
number.
CAUTION: Once you confirm the object number,
your mount will slew to the selected object.

“Objects”/“Object List”
This function can be especially useful for observations done in a public observatory. For example, this
feature will allow a fast and easy way to create a
pointing log that can be played back at any time.
Once you click "Start Record", you can either record
directly in Autoslew or with your planetarium software.
When selecting targets, Autoslew will not actually
slew there. Instead, the selected objects are stored
in a list which can be played back later on.
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Here is an example of how it would work in The
Sky:
First, press "Start Record". Then select an object in
the Sky and press "Slew". The mount does not move
to the selected object, but rather a window will
appear (see adjacent screen shot). In this window
you can specify a name for the object type (not
mandatory). If you confirm with "OK", the object is
stored in the list. Repeat the selection process with
as many objects as you want.
TIP: In The Sky, the sky view will always be
repositioned to the telescope cursor. In the Sky,
click on the yellow telescope icon “suspend link” to
deactivate this feature.

After you have selected a sufficient number of
targets, press "Stop Record". If you want to use the
object list at a later time, use "Save Current List” to
save it in a file. Target lists are stored in the “My
Object Lists" folder in Autoslew.
To reload a previously stored target list, select "Load
Object List".

All objects above the set horizon limit height will be
shown in green; targets outside of the observable
field will be shown in red. Autoslew will skip and not
slew to targets marked red to avoid the telescope
from hitting obstacles and getting damaged.
Once you have successfully loaded your target list,
you can start the playback procedure by clicking on
the menu item "Start Play". You start slewing to the
first object by pressing on the green arrow symbol
"Will immediately start slewing to object" in the
main menu. This way you can slew to all objects in
your target list.
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7.7

“ Focus”

If you are operating an ASA OK3 electric focuser, you can also control your focuser via Autoslew.
In order to enable the focuser module, select "Focus" then "Activate Focus”.
You will then be prompted to restart Autoslew. After restarting Autoslew, you will then have to select the correct comport for your focuser. Once the connection to the OK3 controller is successfully established, the OK3
software will start automatically.
The OK3 software module in Autoslew is identical to the standalone version. You can download a comprehensive software manual from the download area of ASA’s website to learn more about how to use this module.
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8

8.1

Toolbar

8.2

8.3

8.1 - 8.16

8.4

8.5

8.6

8.7

8.8

8.9

8.10

8.11

8.12 8.13 8.14

8.15

8.16

8.17

Toolbar descriptions

8.1

Saves all settings made during the Autoslew session

8.2

Saves all settings made in a separate folder (helpful if multiple configurations are used)

8.3

Configurations which were stored in 8.2 can be loaded here

8.4

Starts Home Find to find the encoder reference marks (see Section 7.4)

8.5

Activates the first park position (see item 7.4)

8.6

Activates the second park position (see item 7.4)

8.7

Moves the mount to the selected object or the activated parking position (see item 7.4)

8.8

Synchronizes the mount with current position

8.9

Enables the joystick (see item 7.3)

8.10

Selection of objects via Autoslew (see item 7.6)

8.11

Selects LPT

8.12

Selects speed to track the Moon

8.13

Selects speed to track the Sun

8.14

Selects tracking at sidereal speed

8.15

Turns off tracking to allow taking terrestrial images

8.16

Enables “High Precision Tracking”

Autoslew automatically uses "High Precision Tracking" (green indicator). If the display is disabled, just click on
the icon to activate the feature again.
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8.17 Creating and Loading pointing files/Polar Alignment
Once your mount is roughly aligned with a finder
scope or the mount´s built in laser you can create
a pointing model to further optimize the polar alignment.
Later, after you have set your home position, you
can fine tune your polar alignment with the use of
just one star.
First we create a pointing model. Choose a bright
star on The Sky or any other ASCOM compatible planetarium program. Make sure that your mouse selects
the right star and not a star or object next to it (this
would cause problems when creating the pointing
model). The safest way is to check the name and
brightness of the selected star to avoid errors.
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Now enter the slew command to move to the star
(in TheSky, "slew"). Center the star in your field of
view and then synchronize "TheSky" to the telescope
position ("sync") to synch the mount.

Now we are ready to create our first pointing model.

After you click on "Start pointing file", a dialog box
opens. Here you can name the pointing file. After you
click the "OK" button, you will be prompted in the
notification area to go to the first star:
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Which stars and how many stars should you select?
When you create a pointing file for polar alignment,
you should first decide whether to create the pointing file in the Eastern or Western side of the sky.
In theory, two stars would be sufficient to create a
pointing file to optimize polar alignment. However,
every telescope contains errors (such as tube flex,
bad collimation etc.). If only two stars are used, the
model will attempt to incorporate all errors into the
polar alignment error. Therefore it is better to use at
least 4 stars that are evenly spread out either in the
East or Western side of the sky.

Please Note: When creating a pointing file to be
used for polar aligning the DDM60 and calculating
the DDM60s encoder resolution, you should create
a pointing file with at least 7 stars. DDM60 mounts
delivered after May 2011 will not need to calculate
encoder resolutions anymore.

To make sure that the mount remains only in the
selected half of the meridian and does not flip to the
other side (if your star is near meridian), you should
select "Stay on side" in Autoslew.

The example above shows how the stars for the
pointing file were selected. It uses a star near zenith
and a star on the meridian at 60 degrees height (using the status bar in The Sky, you can see the current altitude and the azimuth of the mouse position).
Another selected star was in the meridian at about
25 degrees altitude, and one was deep in the East.
It makes no sense to select stars close to the pole.
You should also avoid choosing stars too close to the
horizon (below 25 degrees).
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Creating Pointing Files
The first star that we start with is always the star
used to synchronize the mount, because it is already
in the middle or very near the middle of the field of
view. Click the "Slew" icon to go to the star. After the
mount has finished its slew a new icon will appear in
the toolbar:

This is the symbol you click on only AFTER you have
placed the star in the exact center of the field. To center the star, use either the "Move Controls" or a joystick. Confirm that the star is centered successfully,
by clicking on the icon (as seen in the screenshot).
There are now two positions stored in your pointing
file (*. Poi). The first position is the catalog position
of the star; the second position is the location where
the star was actually found after it was centered.
From the deviation of the two positions, Autoslew
can later calculate the polar alignment error. On the
first star a deviation is not expected, as this is also
the star that was already centered when synchronizing the mount.
Now continue with the procedure for the remaining 3
stars. Move to the stars, center them in the field of
view and confirm them centered in Autoslew. When
finished, click the symbol "Stop pointing file”.

The pointing file will then be saved under the name
you chose at the beginning. You can retrieve this file
at any time using the toolbar command "Load Pointing File".
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Calculating a configuration
After making the pointing file or loading an old one,
you can now use the toolbar selection “Calculate Configuration" to generate a configuration.

Now click start.
Click the box to indicate NO if you are using a DDM85
or DDM160 mount. The use of this procedure only
makes sense if you are working with a DDM60 mount.
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Now, a new window will open and a pointing model
will be calculated. The first window shows the distribution of stars in the sky and the error angle that was
measured. This only serves as additional information.
We also see the Advanced Pointing window in the
background, with the measured values added. The
window that will prompt you with the question what
to do with the calculated configuration will initially
be the most important window to look at.
This window will show us the pointing errors that
have been calculated, as well as the result of the
calculation. If you choose "Do not use" the calculated configuration will be discarded. Selecting "Use
now" will use the configuration until Autoslew is
closed; the configuration is not saved after Autoslew
is closed. If you choose "Use now and save", then
the configuration is used, and can be stored under a
name you specify (once you select this option, a window opens where you can enter a name). The last option is "Use now, save and use on next start". Here,
Autoslew not only uses the configuration, but also
saves it and will automatically load it next time. This
option only makes sense if a pointing model is to be
used for tracking. Our calculated test configuration
is only used for measuring and improving the polar
alignment. Therefore, we should choose "Use now".
The configuration, which includes all information on
errors related to your polar alignment is now in use
and can be used to further fine tune your polar alignment. For this purpose we now select and slew to a
star in the South close to the Meridian.

TIP: In The Sky, choose Reference Lines to make the
meridian visible on your sky chart window.

Continue by centering the star in your field of view.
Click on "Polar Adjust" in the toolbar.
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The frmNorthAlign window will open. Once the orange button “Move star now" is pressed, the telescope will move away from the star both in RA and DE
corresponding to the error of the polar alignment in
azimuth and elevation, but in the opposite direction.
In your next image you will notice that the star is
not centered any more. In order to correct your polar
alignment error, you should move the star back to
the center with the help of your mount´s latitude and
azimuth adjustment screws.
TIP: Use the focus mode in your CCD camera software to follow the movement of the star. Once you
tighten your adjustment screws, the star will most
likely move out of the center again. Remember in
which direction the star moved and repeat until the
star is centered and the screws are tight.

You can now use a new file pointing to verify the
improvement of your polar alignment. It is absolutely
ESSENTIAL that you first clear your old configuration
before creating a new pointing file. You can clear
your old configuration by clicking on the "Clear old
configuration" menu item. A pointing file which was
created before re-adjusting the polar alignment cannot be used!
TIP: For mounts that remain permanently installed,
a polar alignment accuracy of 3 arc minutes in latitude and azimuth should be achieved. In principle, a
10 arc minute accuracy is also sufficient especially
when using the mount in the field (DDM60).
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Create a pointing model after polar alignment
Once you are satisfied with your mounts polar alignment, you can then create a larger pointing file especially
for mounts with a permanent setup. If you have not changed anything, you can leave the current configuration
in place for that purpose. In this case, the pointing model in use will help the pointing accuracy when creating
the new pointing model.
The large pointing file should include between 15-40 stars. Very large pointing models are reasonable only
where mounts are set up on a permanent pier and the telescope in use has no non-reproducible movements.
The stars should be distributed on both sides (East and West). The pointing model weights the side more on
which you have selected more stars. Hence it is best to select stars in areas where you later plan to image. In
principle, stars in the vicinity of the celestial pole as well as near the horizon should be avoided.
We would like to point out that a large pointing model (50 stars) with a telescope that has non-repeatable error
(e.g. mirror shifting in Schmidt Cassegrain Telescopes) does not make much sense and the performance does
not gain very much if you add more than 10 stars on each mount side.

Helpful hints for operating the DDM60
Please note:
The information contained in this chapter refers only to DDM60 mounts delivered before June 2011.
In some respects, the DDM60 is used differently from the DDM85 and DDM160. The reason here is that different encoders are used for which the resolution (number of encoder lines per revolution) is only known within a
certain tolerance. This could create problems when creating a pointing model for the purpose of polar alignment
(as described) because the pointing model would assume the errors in the encoder resolution to be part of the
alignment error, which would yield false results.
Hence there is a need for MORE stars (a minimum of 7) for the first pointing file used to calculate the encoder
resolution. Once calculated, the resolution can be saved and used every time.
You should take your time to accurately measure the resolution, given that you only have to do it once but will
use it every time.
The following steps must be carried out with the DDM60 (unlike the DDM85).
1. Use at least 7 stars for the creation of the first pointing file. After the calculation of the configuration, you
have to select the setting as shown (in the screen shot).
2. Adjust the polar axis and repeat the pointing file for polar alignment until you are in a range of less than
10 arc minutes error in alignment. Do not forget to delete the old configuration each time you
perform a physical change of your mounts axis orientation.
3. Make a pointing file with 10-15 stars in either the East or the West half and calculate the configuration.
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4. Select "Use now, save and use on next start". This now includes the saved calculated encoder resolution (see
screen shot).

5. When you position your DDM60 mount the next time and put it into operation, 4 stars for the polar alignment will be sufficient, since the resolution of the encoder is now known. Therefore, next time you calculate a
pointing file for polar alignment select "Keep encoder resolution from last configuration.”

Manually optimizing encoder resolution of the DDM60
(A polar alignment of better than 10 arc minutes is recommanded)

Note:
The idea here is to create a small pointing file to just
measure the difference between RA and DE, while
avoiding other error sources as much as possible. To
achieve good results, a very rigid telescope should
be used to avoid the introduction of telescope based
errors. Make sure that the focuser is as tight as possible. If possible, lock the primary mirror cell. The
quality of the measurements depends very much on
keeping the hysteresis and the tube flex as low as
possible. The measured RA and DEC encoder resolution is then used to modify the INI files of the motors
(EServos.ini or Cl-Servos.ini) directly. The resolution
factor in the configuration of Autoslew will thereafter
always appear as 1.0000000 in the advanced configuration menu.
Make sure that at the beginning of the measurement
no configuration is loaded into Autoslew and that
polar alignment accuracy is below 10 arc minutes.
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To create the pointing file, choose three stars: the
first star should be near the meridian, the second star
about 1-2 hours further in right ascension to the West
(although at the same declination) and the third star
10-30 degrees north of the first star (with a similar
right ascension as the first star).
This procedure would also work on the Eastern half
of the night sky, but it is essential that no meridian
flip takes place.

The screen shot shows an example of a good selection of stars. Using a crosshair ocular or other device,
center the first star. When this is done, sync to the
star in your planetarium software (using the Sky as
an example in the adjacent screen shot).
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Now the creation of the pointing file can be started.

Autoslew will allow two possible input options for
acquiring the encoder data. The first option is the
3-star pointing file, in which the stars are slewed to
in the following manner:

The order is used for the extrapolation of the hysteresis effect. To begin, center star 1 and confirm it by
clicking on the button (as shown).

1.) Star 1
2.) Star 2
3.) Star 1
4.) Star 3
5.) Star 1

After confirming the centering of each of the stars, quit the pointing procedure by clicking “Stop pointing file”
in the Pointing menu.

Click on "Calculate Configuration ".
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Make sure that you select the option "Optimize ONLY encoder resolution".

Now click on "Start ". A new window will open.

If the calculated result appears acceptable, you can write the values directly in your INI file. Select "Write
encoder resolution directly in your ini file". If you are not 100% sure your measurement is OK then select Write
Encoder Resolution in Configuration file. In this case it will be easier to redo this procedure.

The corrected encoder values are now written directly into the INI file for the CL-MOTORON Servos.ini (or eServos.ini).
To activate the changes, you must quit Autoslew now and start again.
Please make sure NEVER to calculate the encoder resolution a second time. The value of the
encoder resolution should now always be set to 1! The DDM60 can now be polar aligned
and can now be operated in the same way as the DDM85 or DDM160 is used.
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9

Position display

9.1

Shows the current RA and DE values as well as azimuth and elevation

9.2

Displays the coordinates of the target object

10

Function keys

10.1

Stop Motors

10.2

Turn motors on or off

10.3

Turn laser on or off – Fan controller

11

Message Window

In this this text field, Autoslew will display messages e.g. confirmation of a successfully performed Homefind.
Error messages are also displayed here.
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12

Telescope control

12.1 	Keys to move the mount
12.2

Sliders to control the positioning speed

12.3

This number displays the multiplication factor of the set speed
in relation to sidereal speed

13

Information Area

13.1

Shows the position of the telescope

13.2

Shows the position of the telescope in relation to the limits set

13.3

Indicates if GPS is active (green) and how many satellite signals are received

13.4

Displays the current time

13.5

Displays whether the limits are enabled (green)
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1	Optimization of Pointing Models
(Advanced Pointing Control)

Please read this chapter only if you would like to gain
a more thorough understanding of Autoslew.
Otherwise, read more about pointing in section
8.17). Autoslew will carry out these calculations (see
item 8.17) fully automatically. If you are satisfied
with the automatically generated settings, we recommend that you make no manual changes.

The manual optimization of pointing files will be explained based on a pointing model created with a
DDM85 mount.
Start by selecting „Advanced Pointing Control“ in the
menu bar.

Load the saved pointing file:
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A window will open and display all the stars which
are part of the pointing file. The red lines indicate
stars in the East while yellow lines will display stars
in the Western part the sky. The display shows the
error angle and the length of the error. The length of
the error is always scaled to the error of the worst
star. Therefore, the maximum stroke lengths remain
the same even if the overall result has improved.
On the right side of the window you can see the visualized pointing error as a small star cloud. Below you
will find the RMS values of the pointing errors in RA
and DE, indicated in arc minutes.
Now let’s attempt to optimize these settings.

Since many stars were used to create this pointing
file, you can try to optimize all the errors that are
typical of a telescope / mount setup (see screenshot).

By selecting the "1x Formel Fit" option you can start
the optimization procedure.
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As you can see in our example below, the errors have
been reduced by a factor of 10. Information regarding the size of the error can be found in the text fields
in the lower right hand corner.

You can now proceed with the fourier transform model (spatial measure) to attempt a further improvement of the model.
You can adjust this as shown here:

If you have used even more stars, you can set Order
2 instead of 1.
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Begin the calculation by clicking "Run Fourier". This
calculation may take some time.

The result is impressive, with RMS values of 12 arc
seconds in RA and 6 arc seconds in DEC. Such a configuration will track very well. With this menu item
you can save the calculated configuration:

You can also use the Optimization Wizard to have all optimizations done automatically.
Which RMS values are desirable? For a small pointing file, any RMS value which is higher than 0.5 arc minutes
is not good and will not be sufficient for unguided exposures. The actual limits for a small pointing file would
be in the vicinity of 0.2 arc minutes RMS and will be suitable for unguided exposures up to 5 minutes. For
unguided exposures of more than 10 minutes, the value should be closer to 0.1. For all sky pointing files, larger
RMS errors can be tolerated.
In telescopic systems that have a non-reproducible shifting issue, it is highly recommended to use the "Local
Precision Tracking" (short LPT) function in Sequence (available in the download area of ASA´s website and used
in conjunction with Pinpoint and MaximDL). Please refer to the Sequence Software Manual to obtain more
information on LPT.
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2
Advanced configurations
	in the Servo Setup Menu
Here you will find out more about additional configuration possibilities to further improve the performance and manageability of your mount.

Position Error
A "Position Error" appears when the deviation between the desired and actual position of one of the
axes on the mount exceeds the set limit.
Causes for the occurrence of a position error can be:
Poorly optimized engine parameters
The telescope on the mount is not correctly balanced
One of the axes hit an obstacle and has been
mechanically blocked

Use the slide controller to adjust the sensitivity of
the mount´s axis (both separately) with regard to
position deviations.
TIP: For remote operation, it is recommended
that the mount sensitivity is increased. If you are
observing visually, you should lower the mount´s
sensitivity – to avoid shutting down motors when
the mount or telescope is touched.
If you have a very well balanced and very well tuned
mount then the position error will usually be very
small (<0.2 degrees) even while positioning. You
can create a setting with high sensitivity to make
sure the mount´s motors will shut off immediately
when an obstacle is touched.
Press "Save Parameters" to save the changed
settings.
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Filter Settings
Under the menu item "Filter settings" separate filters
for the power supply of each axis can be specified.
This setting can be used to further dampen highfrequency vibrations. These settings should be used
only when the motors have already been optimally
adjusted (DIP settings should be optimal).
IMPORTANT: Autoslew by default has standard
low-pass filters pre-defined. These filters are usually
sufficient. You should only make changes here if you
have the necessary knowledge.
The current flow is filtered to remove high frequency
waves which do not help to improve the mount´s operation and which could - in the worst case – cause
the mount to oscillate.

In order to optimize settings here, a first attempt is
made to filter out frequencies higher than 1000Hz.
It does not make sense to remove frequencies below
100Hz, since the mount then loses too much of its
reaction speed. The filter function can be used very
flexibly by employing the following algorithm:

Since only a very few well trained and mathematically experienced individuals can calculate this function
in their heads, we have provided a graphical display.
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Once any data is entered, the system assumes that a
simple low-pass filter will be employed (a filter that
allows all frequencies below the pole frequency to
pass through). The damping factor affects how fast
the curve drops.
For example:
We choose a pole frequency of 300 and a damping
factor of 2 (equivalent to the standard set filter).

As values are entered, the graphical representation is
adjusted in real time. You can also choose to display
the graph in "Logarithmic style”, a method which is
often used in filtering functions.
The filter function will not be modified. Only the output view and the way in which the curve is drawn is
modified. The figure shows how the filter above 100
Hz begins to fall and at 1000 Hz, only lets through
30%.

Reset configurations
Using the button "Reset Settings" will reload default
settings.
Hint: It is always better to use no filter than to use
bad filters!

Single low pass filter
For most users it is recommended that only the following two parameters be observed:
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Advanced Filter Functions
If variables are entered directly into the text input
fields, an update to the graph will be performed
when clicking on the graph display area. This can also
be achieved by clicking on the “Draw Graph” button.
The example in the screen shot is a lot more effective
than the regular low pass filter (good bypass in the
100Hz vicinity, good blocking in the 1000Hz area).
This configuration will improve the performance of
the RA-Axis, since high frequencies are dampened
more efficiently while preserving reaction time.
Hint: Once the optimal filter settings have been
set, a further optimization of the motor parameters
makes sense.
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3

Autoguiding with DDM mounts

Despite the precision of the DDM series mounts autoguiding can be implemented if certain properties are correctly adjusted.
DDM series mounts do not have an auto guider port. The following section briefly describes how Autoslew in
conjunction with to MaximDL (or a similar ASCOM compatible program) can be used for Autoguiding:
1) Make sure your PC / laptop (with Autoslew and Maxim DL) has all the camera drivers correctly installed
(camera and guide camera) and that both operate well.
2) Make sure that Autoslew runs on the same PC / laptop as your camera control software.
3) Start Autoslew.
4) Start your planetarium software and connect it to Autoslew.
5) In Maxim DL: Choose your webcam or guide camera and select it as your guide camera
6) In Maxim DL choose “Telescope” as your autoguiding protocol.

7.) Make sure that “High Accuracy Tracking” is enabled in Autoslew.

8.) Connect Autoslew to Maxim DL.

9.) Set the camera to an exposure time > 10 seconds.
10.) To calibrate, set "Delay After correction" to 3.5 and after calibration back to 0.1.
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4

Connect to planetarium software

Connecting The Sky and Autoslew
This connection is a bit more complicated as Software Bisque is not ASCOM compatible.
Run the file “TeleAPISetup.exe ". This application ensures that the necessary ASCOM communication file is
copied into the correct directory.

Now you need to change entries in your registry. Select Run from the Start menu and type "Dcomcnfg”.

You will get the usual warning from the Windows Firewall. Select "Unblock".
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Select "Component Services" / "Computer" / "My
Computer "and there you will find the folder “DCOM
Config ". Find the entry "ASCOM Telescope Driver for
Comsoft PC-TCS.”

Click the right mouse button on this entry and select
Properties.
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Set permission to “none” and confirm with “OK”.
Should there be other cases of entries which have similar names as “ComSoft PC-TCS” (e.g. Dome Driver or
Focuser Driver) then employ the same procedure on each. If in doubt, set all entries in ASCOM to "None."
Now try to connect The Sky to Autoslew.

Start the "The Sky" and click on the telescope configuration symbol:

Select "Telescope API" as a telescope driver.
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Update the frequency to a value in the range of 200-500.

Then click on "Select settings" and choose “Astrooptik Server Telescope” as the ASCOM choice.
Then click "Properties".

Then you can connect using the green telescope icon:

For support inquiry please send your email to: support@astrosysteme.at
In case you are scheduled for a remote support session, you can download the remote access client
here: http://www.astrosysteme.at/eng/support_inquiry.html
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